Basic & Advanced Architecture (MANAGE/ONPREM)
Slide 17/25: Changed to corp. repositories (tunnel reference)
Slide 15/23: Changed ACC to point to an AirWatch server rather than devices
Slide 18/27 & 26: Added AirWatch Server and removed shadowing
Slide 30/30: Added SQL Server
Slide 32/32: Removed comm lines from CN and DS; added instructor note to why. Add comm line to DS to SQL server.
Slide 32/34: Fixed arrow and spacing for Load balancers; removed comm lines from CN and DS
Slide 27-34 (advanced deck): Updated H1 to On Premises Deployment Options

MDM Part 1 (MANAGE/K12/FNDTS)
Slide 4: Change from Environment Setup to Prepare Environment to match section
Slide 18: Change to PowerShell 2010+
Slide 35: Created Admin Group slide

MDM Part 2 (MANAGE/K12/FNDTS)
Slide 16: Replaced Calendar and Content with Platform Specific Payloads to match flow of deck
Slide 24: Centered Application Control arrow

MEM (MANAGE/FNDTS)
Slide 12/9: fixed arrows; PowerShell comm line should be orange
Slide 20: inbox and native had icons reversed. Removed shadowing for boxer icon.

MCM (MANAGE/K12)
Slide 6: Moved "Open Downloads" title up, since the formatting was not aligned
Slide 14: Snapshot was updated
Slide 16: Updated to reflect Onboarding, not Required Content
Slide 22: Updated AW icon to new one

ACC (INTEG)
Slide 6 & 7: Cleaned up some of the image lines and alignment

Integration with Directory Services (INTEG)
Slide 9: Added space before > for navigation

AirWatch Tunnel (INTEG)
Slide 12: Changed gateway to endpoint
Slide 42: Removed SharePoint server, since it the tunnel

Content Gateway (INTEG)
Slide 11: Replace Tunnel reference with Content Gateway
Slide 16: Last two are endpoint not relay
Slide 17: Replace Tunnel reference with Content Gateway